ROSS GRADUATE RECRUITING CALENDAR
FALL 2020

AUGUST
- AUGUST 7
  MM resumes accessible in the system to employers
- AUGUST 28
  MBA Full-Time, MAcc, and MSCM resumes accessible in the system to employers
- AUGUST 31
  Classes begin

SEPTEMBER
- SEPTEMBER 9
  MBA Full-Time, MM, MAcc and MSCM Recruiting Activities begin
- SEPTEMBER 21
  Combined MBA Full-Time and Internship Recruiting Activities begin
- SEPTEMBER 21
  MBA/MSCM/MM/MAcc Full-Time Interviews begin
- SEPTEMBER 28
  MBA Internship only Recruiting Activities begin

OCTOBER
- OCTOBER 12
  MBA Internship resumes accessible in the system to employers
- OCTOBER 13-16
  Graduate Student Exams (No MBA Full-Time and Internship Recruiting Activities)

NOVEMBER
- NOVEMBER 23-27
  Thanksgiving Holiday (No Recruiting Activities)

DECEMBER
- DECEMBER 10-18
  Fall Term Exams (No Recruiting Activities)

MICHIGAN FOOTBALL HOME GAMES:
- Sept. 12 - vs. Ball State
- Sept. 19 - vs. Arkansas State
- Sept. 26 - vs. Wisconsin
- Oct. 3 - vs. Penn State
- Oct. 24 - vs. Purdue
- Nov. 7 - vs. Maryland
- Nov. 21 - vs. Indiana
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